Welcome to the Triangle Discovery Forum!

Thank you for joining us in supporting ten incredibly talented teams of young social entrepreneurs from the Triangle. Each team will have five minutes to pitch their idea or social venture. At the end of the night, you will have the chance to vote for your three favorite pitches. The winners will be invited to an intensive leadership development weekend in the spring, where they will compete for up to $10,000 toward their social venture. We look forward to an evening of innovation, inspiration, and networking!

PRESENTERS

Community Stop Seth Palmer
Embrace Zach Ao, Andy Wang, Edward Liang, Thomas Li
Glance Kameron Kales, Chris Comrie
ReCity Network Rob Shields, Tucker Stephens
So Good Pupusas / Pupusas for Education Cecilia Polanco, Ray Garcia, Maria Peralta, Steve Palacios, Jazlin Laboy
SteamFill Jeyashree Haridoss
Supervize Sunny Su, John Willard
The Primplife Plan Jasmine Jones
Unleash S.J. Lewis
Yaheard Robert Dates, Joshua Puente

AGENDA

5:30-6:00pm Networking and Refreshments
6:00-6:10pm Welcome and Introductions
6:10-6:40pm First 5 Pitches
6:40-6:50pm Break
6:50-7:20pm Final 5 Pitches
7:20-7:35pm Audience Vote and Tabulation
7:35pm Announcement of Top Three
7:40-8:00pm Networking and Wrap-Up

Special thanks to the Duke Innovation and Entrepreneurship Initiative